INTRAVISION®
YOUR PROCESS SUPPORT AT ALL LEVELS
Only our inspection software, the IntraVision®, makes the INTRAVIS inspection systems what they are: helpful tools for every
production line. Thanks to the IntraVision®, the setup is simple, the operation easy and the evaluation of the results always immediately possible. In addition, it allows for the fulfillment of important regulations - whether specified by your customers or by law.

The IntraVision® not only includes all inspection modules of an INTRAVIS system, it also provides
extensive statistics that can be summarized into reports.

IntraVision® is the inspection and administration
software for every INTRAVIS system. Embedded in it are
the various inspection modules that are used to analyze
parameters that are important for the customer product.
But the IntraVision® offers more. The software supports
with important tasks of your job.
REPORTING
Do you need to submit extensive, meaningful test reports to your customers? No problem for the export
function for reports. You can receive these in various
forms, such as PDF or CSV files. In addition, all data can
be used for further processing by means of Factory Automation Services (FAS) – either as a database export
or as a status message to higher-level systems. To meet

regulatory requirements, you can also set up a detailed
Audit Trail to keep track of any change in the process
settings.
PROCESS SAFETY
In addition, the IntraVision® offers a comprehensive
possibility of authorization assignment! Each operator gets exactly the access rights needed to fulfill his tasks.
You can choose between a simple and an advanced person-based model.
Every system requires regular maintenance for optimal
performance. On the one hand, the software supports
you by establishing defined maintenance intervals, after which a warning message is displayed on
the system. On the other hand, the internal system
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Cavity and carrier-related statistics and diagrams
illustrate the quality of the production, taking
into account individually adjustable parameters.

monitoring helps you to recognize at which point a
change of a wearing part is needed. This allows you to
plan maintenance work in a targeted manner, and you
only have to exchange parts that are necessary.

PROCESS SAFETY

PROCESS SUPPORT

REPORTING
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Good parts counter
Level control of the collection container
Reject rate monitoring
Detection / support of batches
Defining warning thresholds
Targeted sorting out of cavities
Collection of reference samples
Automatic interruption
Error and measurement image memory

PROCESS INTEGRATION
\\ Integration in customer system for remote control
\\ FAS (including data export to internal and external
databases)
\\ Integration of further plant systems by means of PLC

\\ Advanced person-based authorization model
\\ System Self-Monitoring

Audit Trail
Command log
Export of reports to PDF and CSV
Detailed and clear statistics
Alarm history (up to 6 months)

EASY HANDLING
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Registration via RFID
Intuitive touch operation
Easy and fast setup
Multilingualism
Clear product management
Easy learning of inspection tasks
Context-sensitive help
Integrated e-mail service for service requests
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